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Abstract— Indoor localization has become a hot topic in recent
years because of its wide applications. Map matching is a popular
method used to improve the localization accuracy without adding
hardware. However, the existing map matching methods are
usually computationally expensive, leading to the unsuitability of
running on resource-limited devices such as smartphones. In this
paper, we present an efficient map matching system for indoor
localization, called HTrack, which uses a hidden Markov model,
considering the user’s heading and spatial information. By con-
sidering user’s heading information, we significantly reduce the
number of candidate states for each step, and hence improve
the computational efficiency. The experimental results show that
the HTrack outperforms the state-of-the-art methods (more than
25% localization accuracy improvement), and consumes about
five times less energy than the state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms— Indoor localization, map matching, Wi-Fi fin-
gerprinting, hidden Markov model.

I. INTRODUCTION

INDOOR localization and tracking are important for a
wealth of applications such as personnel tracking, health-

care, location-based marketing and advertising, and location-
based social networks. A number of indoor localization and
tracking methods have been proposed, which vary from each
other in terms of the used localization technique, accuracy,
coverage, computational complexity, and cost of deployment
and maintenance [1]–[4]. Each method has its own advantages
and limitations. For example, the method based on ultra-wide
band (UWB) technique [5] can achieve a centimeter-level
accuracy, but it requires specific hardware that is expensive;
Wi-Fi-based localization [6] is cheap since it can make use of
existing infrastructure, but the achieved accuracy is relatively
low.
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In order to overcome the limitations of different methods,
one may need to fuse several localization methods (also
known as hybrid methods). For instance, the combination of
Wi-Fi fingerprinting and pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) can
overcome the failure problem of Wi-Fi fingerprinting in the
Wi-Fi signal-blind areas and the accumulative error problem
of PDR. Apart from the combination of Wi-Fi fingerprinting
and PDR, there are other hybrid methods such as multimodal
fingerprinting [7], and triangulation-based fusion [8]. The
main issue of hybrid methods is that the required infrastructure
may not be available in many environments or it may be
available at a high cost.

A promising solution to achieving accurate localization and
tracking with no additional hardware is to fuse the localization
methods with spatial information such as a floor plan, and
landmarks. Map matching is a commonly-used method that
utilizes spatial information to improve localization and track-
ing accuracy [9]–[11]. It takes as input a sequence of sensor
data to identify the correct path segment on which a user is
walking and to determine the user’s location on that segment.
While map matching can achieve a satisfactory accuracy, it is
usually computationally expensive and hence are not suitable
for being implemented on resource-limited devices such as
mobile phones.

In this paper, we propose an efficient method map matching
method to improve the localization accuracy as well as the
computational efficiency, which is based on a hidden Markov
model (HMM) and a fingerprint graph. The reason why we
select the HMM is that HMM can consider the temporal
relationship, which is suitable for localization as the current
location depends on the previous location. Different from
traditional trajectory matching methods (e.g. VTrack [9]),
where the input is a sequence of noisy locations derived
from Wi-Fi receive signal strength (RSS) measurements, our
model takes as input raw Wi-Fi RSS measurements to avoid
the information loss when transforming RSS measurements
into locations. Compared to the state-of-the-art systems, our
method achieves much higher accuracy and consumes less
computational time.

In summary, our main contributions in this paper are as
follows:

• We propose an efficient map matching method for indoor
localization and tracking, which is based on a hid-
den Markov model, and develop a prototype system
called HTrack. By utilizing user’s heading information,
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we significantly reduce the number of candidate states for
each step and hence improve the computational efficiency.

• We propose the concept of fingerprint graph that fuses
Wi-Fi fingerprints with indoor spatial information. The
nodes in the fingerprint graph contain not only Wi-Fi
fingerprints, but also indoor semantic information (e.g.,
elevator, and staircase). The edges connecting two nodes
are walkable paths with direction information.

• We evaluate our system in a museum building with an
area of about 5000 m2 and an office building (about
3300 m2). Experimental results show that the proposed
approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by
more than 25% in terms of localization accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II,
we review the related work. In Section III, we introduce the
overview of the proposed system. In Section IV, we elaborate
the proposed heading-aided map matching method. Experi-
mental results and analysis are given in Section V. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, plenty of indoor localization methods
have been proposed and implemented due to the demand of
location-based services and applications [12], [13]. Among
these methods, Wi-Fi fingerprinting [14]–[16] is one of the
most commonly-used methods due to the ubiquity of Wi-Fi
infrastructure and the popularity of mobile devices. While Wi-
Fi fingerprinting can achieve a relatively satisfactory accuracy,
it requires to construct a radio map via site survey. The
site survey process is time-consuming and labor-intensive.
To reduce the effort and time required to build the radio map,
many research works have been done, mainly including crowd-
sourcing [17] and Wi-Fi SLAM (short for simultaneous local-
ization and mapping) [18]. However, crowdsourcing requires
user’s active participation or achieves low accuracy, and Wi-
Fi SLAM suffers from heavy computational load. In addition
to Wi-Fi-based methods, methods based on radio frequency
identification (RFID) [19], UWB [20], inertial sensors [21],
capacitive sensor [22], pyroelectric IR [23], vision [24], etc.
have also been proposed for indoor localization and tracking.
Spatial information is often used to enhance the accuracy of
these methods without requiring additional hardware.

In the following, we review the related works using spa-
tial information to improve indoor localization, including
landmark-based methods, map filtering, and map matching.

A. Landmark-Based Methods

Landmarks are defined as location points in indoor envi-
ronments where at least one type of sensor data presents a
distinctive, stable, and identifiable pattern [25]–[27]. There
are several research works that utilize landmarks to enhance
indoor localization. An early system using landmarks for
indoor localization is UnLoc [25], which achieves a median
localization error of 1.69m by combining PDR with land-
marks. SemanticSLAM [26] further extends the UnLoc system
using the SLAM technique, which decreases the median
localization error to 0.53m. An activity landmark-based indoor

mapping system is presented in [28], which is called ALIMC.
By detecting the activity landmarks, ALIMC achieves a map-
ping accuracy of about 0.8-1.5m within the 80th percentile.
APFiLoc [29] uses a particle filter to fuse PDR, landmarks, and
a floor plan, which achieves a localization accuracy of less than
2m with 80% confidence. A system of using the Kalman filter
to integrate Wi-Fi, PDR, and landmarks is introduced in [30]
where Wi-Fi fingerprinting is used to calculate the initial
location and landmarks are used to correct the accumulative
error of PDR. It reports an average localization error of less
than 1m.

While landmark-based localization seems a promising solu-
tion for indoor localization, it faces also several challenges.
One major challenge is landmark detection, which involves the
design of suitable features and the determination of appropri-
ate threshold value. Existing works usually design detection
features manually and set the thresholds of detecting different
landmarks by empirical analysis, which may vary from scene
to scene. There is a lack of a universal method that can learn
useful features of detecting landmarks automatically. Also,
it is challenging to deal with the data association problem,
which means how to determine the correct landmark when
there are multiple landmarks nearby. An additional challenge
is the omission issue that certain landmarks may be missed
in some cases. For example, a door landmark will be missed
if the door is left open since most door detection methods
assume that the user conducts a sequence of activity (e.g.,
walking-standing for opening the door-walking) when passing
the door.

B. Map Filtering

Map filtering is a commonly-used method that uses a
particle filter to integrate map constraints in order to improve
the localization accuracy. The rationale behind map filtering is
to use a set of weighted particles to represent the probability
distribution of location state [31]. These particles propagate
forward according to a state model. If a particle violates
spatial constraints (e.g., crossing a wall), its weight will be
set to a certain value (e.g., zero) [32]. In this way, these
particles violating spatial constraints are removed and thereby
the resulted accuracy is higher. A number of map filtering
systems have been developed in the literature. An early system
using a particle filter to fuse foot-mounted inertial sensor
data and spatial information is proposed by Woodman and
Harle [32], which achieves a localization error of 0.73m
within 95% of the time. Zee [33] leverages an augmented
particle filter to simultaneously estimate location and user-
specific step length. By using a placement-independent step
counting and orientation estimation methods, Zee achieves an
accuracy of under 2m. Yu et al. [34] utilizes a two-layer
extended Kalman filter and auxiliary value particle filter to
integrate Wi-Fi measurements, inertial sensor data, and map
information.

The main limitation of map filtering is its heavy computa-
tion. To achieve a satisfactory accuracy, map filtering usually
requires a large number of particles (e.g., 1000 particles).
Particle propagation and continuous detection of whether
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particles violate spatial constraints are computationally expen-
sive. To reduce the computational complexity of map filtering,
Hilsenbeck et al. [35] proposes a graph-based, low-complexity
sensor fusion method, which applies a particle filter on a graph
model extracted from a floor plan. By constraining the propa-
gation of particles in narrow spaces on one-dimensional edges,
the number of required particles are significantly reduced.
Liao et al. [36] proposes an efficient tracking method that uses
a particle filter on a Voronoi graph and achieves an average
localization error of about 1.7m. However, the construction of
these spatial models is challenging. While manual methods
are slow and labor-intensive, automated methods are still
in their infancy and not yet applicable in general practical
scenarios [37], [38].

C. Map Matching

Map matching can be categorized into two types: point-
to-point matching, and trajectory matching. Point-to-point
methods match location points with the places of indoor spaces
in the light of floor plans. It is simple and computationally
efficient, but it relies heavily on how shape points are utilized
in the network and hence is sensitive to the way in which the
path network is digitized [39].

Trajectory matching aims to obtain a global optimal estima-
tion by matching the captured trajectory with the geometry and
topology information of corners, corridors, and rooms [40].
Trajectory matching is more robust, accurate, but more com-
plex than point-to-point matching. VTrack [9] is a vehicle
localization system, which improves localization accuracy by
using a HMM for map matching of low-power GPS and
Wi-Fi localization results. VTrack [9] uses the speed limit
to remove unreasonable localization results and generates a
smooth trajectory by time label based interpolating. Then the
generated trajectory is taken as the map matching observation
and the road network information is taken as hidden states.
Seitz et al. [41] propose a HMM-based navigation algorithm
that integrates Wi-Fi fingerprinting and PDR, in which the
Wi-Fi fingerprints are considered as hidden states and dead
reckoning is taken for state transition. WTrack [42] employs
a HMM to model the walk pattern of indoor pedestrians
and computes the location of a user by continuously sensing
the pre-defined walk pattern. MapCraft [11] is an indoor
pedestrian localization system, which is based on conditional
random fields (CRFs). MapCraft enhances the raw trajectory
by designing various edge feature functions and node feature
functions. The edge feature functions represent the transition
of hidden states. The node feature functions represent the rela-
tionship between the observations and states. Mapel [43] uses
CRFs to fuse geomagnetism measurements with pedometer
readings to locate a user. Trajectory matching is more robust
than point-to-point matching, but it is more complex and has
poorer real-time capability.

While existing map matching methods especially trajectory
matching methods can significantly improve localization accu-
racy, they usually have heavy computational load, which lim-
its their applicability on resource-limited devices. Therefore,
the main difference between our method and existing map

Fig. 1. System architecture.

matching methods is that we consider using a fingerprint graph
and heading information to reduce the computational cost apart
from improving the localization accuracy.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1,
which consists of two phases: an offline phase and an online
phase. In the offline phase, we collect discrete Wi-Fi fin-
gerprints by a site survey process. Each fingerprint consists
of a location and corresponding RSS measurements collected
from visible access points (APs) at this location. The collected
fingerprints are then combined with indoor spatial information
to construct a fingerprint graph, which can be used to localize
the user and match the trajectory of the user.

In the online phase, the user walks in the indoor environ-
ment carrying a smartphone. To query a location, the smart-
phone requires to measure and send the collected Wi-Fi
RSS measurements and user’s heading to the localization
engine. The localization engine takes the sequence of these
measurements as observations, and the nodes in fingerprint
graph as hidden states. Specifically, the localization engine is
implemented using a HMM, and it includes three modules,
namely heading-based state transition, state emission, and
Viterbi decoder. Once an observation is received, the heading-
based state transition and state emission modules will calculate
the state transition and emission probabilities according to the
current state, user’s heading, and the fingerprint graph. Then,
the Viterbi decoder module finds the most possible sequence
of locations and estimates the user’s location.

IV. HEADING-AIDED MAP MATCHING

In this section, we describe the proposed heading-aided map
matching based on a HMM. Let S = {s1, s2, · · · , sN } be a
set of N hidden states (which are nodes in the fingerprint
graph), and O = {o1, o2, · · · , oT } represent a sequence of T
observations (which are Wi-Fi RSS measurements and heading
measurements). Thus, the localization and tracking using map
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Fig. 2. The process of constructing a fingerprint graph.

matching are modeled as a decoding problem. Namely, given
the observation sequence O and a model λ = (A, B, π),
choose a corresponding node sequence Q which best explains
the observation sequence O. In the model λ, A is the state
transition matrix which describes the transition probability
from one node to another, B is the emission matrix which
describes the probability of emitting an observation from a
node, and π is the initial state distribution. In our method,
π is the emission probability of o1. Therefore, the model λ can
be simplified as λ = (A, B). In the following, we introduce
step by step the construction of a fingerprint graph, calculation
of transition probabilities and emission probabilities, and the
efficient matching (decoding process). The symbols used in
this paper are given in Table I.

A. Construction of Fingerprint Graph

The construction of fingerprint graph is shown in Fig. 2.
First, a Wi-Fi radio map is constructed through a site survey,
and each fingerprint in the radio map contains the RSS mea-
surements from all visible APs and the corresponding location
where the RSS measurements are collected. It is observed that
indoor space consists of narrow areas (e.g. hallways) and open
areas (e.g. lobbies). To enable faster collection of fingerprints,
we treat the corridor as one dimensional line and collect the
fingerprint along the middle line of the corridor. In the open
areas, users can move freely in any direction. The open space
is first divided into a grid of cells, and then corresponding
fingerprints are collected at the center of each cell.

Based on the constructed radio map, we can construct a
fingerprint graph by combining the radio map with a floor
plan. Let G = �S, E� denote the fingerprint graph, S is the
set of nodes (each node corresponds to a fingerprint), and E
is the set of edges connecting two nodes. Each node in the
fingerprint graph is defined as:

s = �L, I, RSS, f � (1)

TABLE I

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND CORRESPONDING DEFINITIONS

where L is the location of the node, I is the indoor semantic
information of the node, RSS is the RSS measurements
collected at the location L, and f is the floor level. The
indoor semantic information includes elevator and staircase,
etc. The adjacent nodes are connected by edges under spatial
constraints. Each edge is defined as:

e = �si , s j , h� (2)

where si and s j are the two nodes connected by the edge, and
h is the direction information of the edge.

B. Transition Probabilities

The transition probability represents the likelihood of a state
transiting to another state, which depends on the user’s heading
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and spatial constraints represented in the fingerprint graph.
The user’s heading is estimated by combining the compass
readings and gyroscope readings [44]. The transition proba-
bility of state s j transiting to state si is defined as:

p(si |s j , θt , G) = w(si , s j )p(si |s j , θt ), i �= j (3)

where w(si , s j ) is constrained by the topology of the finger-
print graph. Its value is determined by

w(si , s j ) =
{

0, ei, j /∈ G

1, ei, j ∈ G
(4)

where w(si , s j ) equals 1 if the fingerprint graph G contains
an edge connecting si and s j ; otherwise, w(si , s j ) equals 0.
p(si |s j , θt ) represents the geometry constraint of the finger-
print graph. Its value is calculated by a normal probability
distribution as follows:

p(si |s j , θt ) = 1√
2πσθ

ex p
( − (θt − hi, j )

2

2σθ
2

)
(5)

where hi, j is the direction from vi to v j , θt is the heading
of the user and their range is 0 ∼ 2π , and σθ is standard
deviation of measured orientation.

The state transition between different floors is different from
horizontal transition. When a user moves in vertical passages
such as staircases, elevators and escalators, the user’s heading
is not reliable. Therefore, we set the corresponding transition
probability to a constant γ f , namely

p(si |s j , θt , G) = γ f , fi �= f j (6)

where γ f is set to 0.1 after empirical analysis. Note that
the transition between different floors can be easily detected
by using the barometer readings, but the barometer may not
be available on many smartphones. Therefore, we set the
vertical transition probability to a constant and detect the
change of different floors using a sequence of Wi-Fi RSS
measurements. This is because single Wi-Fi RSS measurement
may not be accurate to detect the floor level, but multiple RSS
measurements will be able to determine the floor level via
majority voting.

It is also noted that a state can transit to itself because a
user may stand at a location for a period of time, such as
drinking water, using a vending machine, and talking with
others. During that period of time, the heading information of
the pedestrian is invalid. We set the self-transition probability
to a constant:

p(si |s j , θt , G) = γs , i = j (7)

where γs is set to 0.1 after empirical analysis.

C. Emission Probabilities

The emission probability is the probability of a state
emitting the observation. In reality, this emission probability
represents the proximity of a pedestrian and one state at
time t . In this study, the emission probability is only related
to the signal distance between the RSS measurements in
the fingerprint graph and the newly-collected RSS by the

Fig. 3. The computational complexity comparison of HMM-based map
matching with heading-aided map matching (our method). (a) Conventional
HMM methods need to calculate the probability of all hidden states, including
transition probability and emission probability before using the Viterbi algo-
rithm to determine the optimal path (red line). (b) In the heading-aided map
matching, the computation is reduced by considering pedestrian orientation
and spatial information. The black lines connecting hidden states indicate the
calculation of hidden states.

smartphone. We use normal distribution probability to describe
it [45]. The emission probability is defined as

p(ot |si ) = 1√
2πσr

ex p

(
−

∑M
j=1(ot, j − rssi, j )

2)

2σr
2

)
(8)

where ot is the RSS measurement collected by the smartphone
at time t and ot, j is the RSS of the j -th AP at this time
instant t . Similarly, si is the i -th node of the fingerprint graph
and rssi, j is the RSS of the j -th AP in the node si , M is
number of APs in the node si , and σr is the standard RSS
deviation of si .

D. Efficient Matching

After calculating the transition probabilities and emission
probabilities, we can use the Viterbi decoder to solve the
HMM-based map matching problem. However, the compu-
tational complexity of conventional Viterbi decoding methods
is heavy, which can reach O(N2T ) as shown in Fig. 3(a),
where N is the number of hidden states, and T is the
number of observations. Since the number of hidden states
in the fingerprint graph for a large building is usually large,
the computational complexity of conventional HMM-based
map matching may prohibit its applications on resource-
limited smartphones.

To reduce the computational complexity, we propose an
efficient matching method by removing invalid states. Once
an observation is received, the candidate states are extracted
from the fingerprint graph according to the user’s heading and
previous valid hidden states. We select the candidate states that
have a connection to the previous states from the fingerprint
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Fig. 4. The selection process of candidate nodes where the number of selected candidate states k equals 4 and the size of candidate list l equals 6.

graph, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this way, the nodes that have
no connection to the previous valid states are removed, and
hence the computational complexity is significantly reduced.

Specifically, the selection process of candidate states is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. In the beginning, initial states are associated
with different probabilities according to their RSS similarity
with the observation. The higher the RSS similarity, the larger
the probability. We select k states with the highest probabilities
as shown in Fig. 4(a). When a new observation consisting of
Wi-Fi RSS measurements and heading is received, some new
candidate states are added into the candidate list according
to spatial constraints and the observation (Fig. 4(b)). The
probability of all the states in the candidate list is then
calculated. Only k states with the highest probability are kept
and the other states are considered as invalid and removed
as demonstrated in Fig. 4(c). The proposed method shrinks
the transition probability matrix from An×n into Ak×l . The
corresponding Viterbi decoding is then written as:

C1×l(t) = (C1×k(t − 1) × Ak×l ) · B1×l(t) (9)

where C1×l is the scores of the trajectory ending at the l hidden
states and B1×l(t) is the emission probability matrix after the
selections of the largest k values.

The computational complexity of the proposed method
is O(N + klT ), where k and l are constant. Therefore,
the computational complexity of our method is actually is
O(N + T ), which is much lower than that of conventional
methods (O(N2T )) [1].

V. EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed method, a series of experiments
were conducted in two multi-floor buildings. One building is
a four-floor office building with an area of 3300 square meters
for each floor and contains elevators, staircases, corridors,
and office rooms, etc. There are 338 APs visible during
experiments. The number of collected fingerprints for the first
floor to the fourth floor is 51, 49, 61, and 99, respectively.
The distance interval between two fingerprints has an influence
on the number of hidden states that affects the computational
consumption and on the density of the radio map. A large
interval can reduce the computational time but degrade the
localization accuracy. On the contrary, a small interval may
achieve better localization accuracy but increase the com-
putational cost. Therefore, we set the distance interval to

3 meters to balance the computational cost and the localization
accuracy. The other building is a five-floor museum building
with an area of 5000 square meters. The experiments in
the museum building were conducted on the second floor
and 346 APs were detected, and the number of collected
fingerprints is 259.

The proposed method was implemented on the two smart-
phones (one Samsung Galaxy Note 4 [46] and one Google
Nexus 6 [47]. During the experiments, sensor data were
collected and recorded with their respective timestamps. The
frequency of Wi-Fi scan was set to 1 Hz and the frequency
for the digital compass and gyroscope was 15 Hz. There
were 18 planned paths in the museum building, and users
walked along each path three times. For the office building,
there were 2 planned paths, and users walked along each path
five times. Therefore, we collected 64 trajectories in total.
These paths have various lengths ranging from 48 meters to
378 meters.

To evaluate the accuracy, markers were set along the
planned path with a distance interval of 3 meters. Users
were required to record the marker’s ID and correspond-
ing timestamps to obtain the ground truth location. Dur-
ing the experiments, users are asked to walk along the
planned path at a constant speed, and keep the smartphone
in hand with the Y axis of the smartphone being parallel
with the user’s heading. The ground truth location between
two markers was derived by using time-based interpolation
method [48].

To justify the superiority of the proposed method, we
compare our method with the following methods:

• Weighted K-nearest neighbor (WKNN) [49], a conven-
tional deterministic method based on the raw trajecto-
ries. The number of nearest neighbors is set to 4 after
experimental analysis via experiments conducted in both
buildings.

• Horus [50], is one of the most famous probabilistic
framework methods. The Horus system can address the
wireless channel variations and achieve high accuracy.

• Grid-based Bayesian [45], is a grid-based Bayesian loca-
tion sensing system. It also falls into the category of
probabilistic framework method.

• VTrack [9], which uses a HMM to associate GPS trajecto-
ries with road segments, we replace the GPS trajectories
with WKNN trajectories.
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Fig. 5. The planned path and the trajectories computed by different methods in the office building. (a) The planned path (in red) and the trajectory computed
by the WKNN. (b) The trajectory computed by the Grid-based Bayesian method. (c) The trajectory computed by the Horus. (d) The trajectory computed by
the MapCraft. (e) The trajectory computed by the VTrack. (f) The trajectory computed by the proposed HTrack.

• MapCraft [11], which uses CRFs model and combines
different feature functions to handle the map matching
problem.

• SkyLoc [51], a fingerprinting-based indoor floor identi-
fiacation approach. We combine SkyLoc with WKNN to
localize in multi-floor environments.

A. Accuracy Comparison in Single-Floor Environments

We first compare the accuracy of the proposed system with
the state-of-the-art systems that were proposed for single-
floor environments, including WKNN, VTrack, and MapCraft.
Fig. 5 shows the planned path in the museum building and
the trajectories derived from different methods. It can be seen
that the trajectory obtained from our system, HTrack, best
matches with the planned path, followed by the MapCraft
method. The VTrack system cannot work properly in the oval-
shaped indoor environments. The results from the WKNN
method have frequent jumps, and cannot provide a smooth
trajectory. This is because the WKNN does not use any spatial
information, while both the VTrack and MapCraft systems
consider spatial information. The proposed HTrack uses both
spatial information and user’s heading, and hence performs
the best. It can be also concluded from the experimental
results in the office building that the trajectory computed
by the proposed system matches best with the planned path,
as shown in Fig. 6. Since the structure of the office build-
ing is simpler and more regular than the museum building,
the estimated trajectories by all methods in the office building
have better match with planned path than in the museum
building.

We also use the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
localization error to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of
different methods. The X-axis of the CDF figure represents
the localization error, and the Y-axis represents the percentage
of location estimations whose error is below the value in

the X-axis. For example, a data point (1, 0.5) in a CDF
figure means that the percentage of location estimations with
errors below 1 m is 50%. Fig. 7 and Table II show the local-
ization error of different methods in the museum experiments,
from which we can see that the WKNN performs the worst and
achieves a mean localization error of 4.9m because it does not
use any spatial information. Both the MapCraft system and
VTrack system improve the localization error over the WKNN
by using spatial constraints, achieving a mean localization
error of 4.3m and 4.2m, respectively. The performance of the
VTrack system is slightly better than the MapCraft system.
The proposed HTrack system performs the best and has the
lowest localization error (a mean error of 3m). Fig. 8 and
Table III show the localization error of different methods
computed from the experiments in the office building, in which
the HTrack system also outperforms other methods, achieving
a mean localization error of 3m compared to 4.2m (MapCraft),
5m (VTrack), and 6.2m (WKNN).

B. Accuracy Comparison in Multi-Floor Environments

We also evaluate the proposed method in a multi-floor
environment, and compare it with the SkyLoc system that
was proposed for multi-floor localization. As the MapCraft
and VTrack systems have not considered the change between
floors, they are not suitable for comparison in the multi-floor
experiments, and hence are not considered in the multi-floor
experiment. As shown in Fig. 9, the planned route covers three
floors of the office building with corridors, halls, office room,
staircases, and elevators, etc. The planned route and the trajec-
tory given by the SkyLoc method is shown in Fig. 9(a), from
which we can see that the estimated trajectory is very noisy
with cross-wall and cross-floor problems. On the contrary,
the proposed HTrack system, shown in Fig. 9(b), matches
with the planned route very well even in the multi-floor
environment.
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Fig. 6. The planned path and the trajectories computed by different methods in the office building. (a) The planned path (in red) and the trajectory computed
by the WKNN. (b) The trajectory computed by the Grid-based Bayesian method. (c) The trajectory computed by the Horus. (d) The trajectory computed by
the MapCraft. (e) The trajectory computed by the VTrack. (f) The trajectory computed by the proposed HTrack.

Fig. 7. Localization error of different methods in the museum experiments.

TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH OTHER LOCALIZATION SYSTEMS

IN THE MUSEUM EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 10 and Table IV show the localization error computed
by the SkyLoc and the HTrack, from which we can see that the
HTrack performs better than the SkyLoc. Specifically, the floor
recognition achieved by the SkyLoc and the HTrack is 69.49%
and 93.72%, respectively. The mean localization error is about
6.1m for the SkyLoc and 3.4m for the HTrack. The main
reason why the HTrack performs better than the SkyLoc is
that the HTrack uses the topological constraint and semantic
information contained in the fingerprint graph.

Fig. 8. Localization error of different methods in the office building
experiments.

TABLE III

COMPARISON WITH OTHER LOCALIZATION SYSTEMS

IN THE OFFICE EXPERIMENTS

C. Parameter Analysis

We then analyze the effect of the number of candidate
states on the localization error via an experiment conducted
in the museum building. The candidate states are the k hidden
states with the highest probability after each transition and
emission calculation, and essentially reflect the possible range
of pedestrian movement. The larger the value of k, the larger
the area that HTrack uses to analyze. The median, mean,
67%, and root mean square (rms) error metrics are used to
evaluate the effect. As shown in Fig. 11, the localization error
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Fig. 9. The planned path and the trajectories computed by our method and the SkyLoc method in the multi-floor environment.

Fig. 10. Localization error of different methods in multi-floor experiments.

TABLE IV

LOCALIZATION ACCURACY COMPARISON IN

MULTI-FLOOR ENVIRONMENT

decreases as the number of candidate states increases. In the
beginning, the localization error dramatically drops down with
the increase of the number of candidate states until the number
of candidate states rises to 25, where further increasing the
candidate states does not reduce the localization error. This
may because increasing the number of candidate states will
expand the searching area of finding the optimal path. When
the number of candidate states reaches a certain value, the
localization error will no longer increase as the corresponding
searching area has covered all the possible transition states.

In addition, We analyze the effect of the self transition
probability and the cross-floor transition probability of hid-
den states on the proposed method. We increase the two

Fig. 11. The effect of the number of candidate states on the localization
error.

Fig. 12. The effect of self transition probability on the localization error.

transition probabilities from 0.01 to 0.9 with 0.01 as step size.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13,
respectively. When the self transition probability is less
than or equal to 0.1, the proposed method performs the best.
While the change of the cross-floor transition probability has
no effect on the localization error. Therefore we set the value
of two probabilities to 0.1.
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Fig. 13. The effect of cross-floor transition probability on the localization
error.

Fig. 14. Computational cost of different systems in the museum experiments.

D. Computational Cost

We compare the computational cost of the proposed system
HTrack with that of WKNN, VTrack and MapCraft. The
energy consumption calculation method in [52] is used.

Fig. 14 shows the time consumed by different methods, and
Fig. 15 shows the corresponding energy consumption. The
proposed HTrack system consumes a bit more time than the
WKNN method, but about five times less time than the VTrack
and MapCraft systems. The main reason why the WKNN
performs the fastest is that the WKNN does not use any spatial
information, and the other three methods including our HTrack
consider using spatial constraints to improve the localization
accuracy. Since the proposed HTrack considers the heading
information and uses a fingerprint graph, it consumes much
less time than the VTrack and MapCraft systems. For the
energy consumption, a similar pattern is witnessed. Specif-
ically, the energy consumed by the HTrack almost doubles
that of the WKNN, but is five times less than the VTrack
and four times less than the MapCraft. It is interesting to
see that there is a big difference in both the consumed time
and energy between two smartphones (Google Nexus 6 and
Samsung Note 4). This may because the two phones have
different hardware specifications (e.g, CPU, memory), and

Fig. 15. Computational cost of different systems in the museum experiments.

the background processes running on each phone might be
different.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present an efficient heading-aided map
matching method and its prototype system. By considering
the user’s heading information and using a fingerprint graph,
we reduce the computational cost of matching significantly.
Experimental results show that the proposed method obtains a
better localization accuracy and consumes less computational
cost than the state-of-the-art methods. In the future, we will
consider the effect of different device poses on the localization
performance of the proposed method. It is also an interesting
topic to design a more efficient method to construct the
fingerprint graph.
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